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● Technique for testing software by providing it with random, unexpected or 

invalid input

● “Dumb” or smart fuzzing (input format aware)

● Generation-based, mutation-based

● Finds a lot of bugs and security issues

What is fuzzing?



Simple fuzzing cycle

Fuzzer Program

Magic algorithm
Generates input

Crashes/hangs

Corpus Spawn
Feed input



● Security-oriented fuzzer written by researcher Michal Zalewski

● Mutation-based fuzzing algorithm

○ Uses binary instrumentation to determine node hit count

○ Able to synthesize file formats

● Fast

○ Deferred mode

○ Persistent mode

● Easy setup

● It works!

american fuzzy lop
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● afl needs source code*

○ “vanilla” afl relies on gcc/clang compilation

○ Sister projects

● go-fuzz (for Golang), afl.rs (for Rust, using llvm)

● Interpreted/JIT languages?

○ afl-gcj (for Java) - inside gcc

○ kelinci (for Java) - real Java support

○ python-afl

afl for non C/C++

* afl can run blind (dumb) or instrument with QEMU, but slow



afl for Ruby



● Instrument the interpreter with afl!

○ Slow

○ Good for finding bugs within the interpreter?

● Instrument C native ruby extensions?

● How to instrument pure ruby code?

○ Need solution - like python-afl

afl for Ruby



● We want to develop an afl instrumentation interface to pure Ruby code

● Can learn from python-afl or LLVM implementation

● How does afl work?

afl for Ruby



● Determine execution flow

○ Instrumentation code is added compile time

○ afl-gcc/afl-g++, afl-clang/afl-clang++ rewrite the assembly produced by 

the gcc/llvm

■ injects a trampoline to branch edges

■ hijacks main function with setup and forkserver

○ afl-clang-fast/afl-clang-fast++ for true compiler-level instrumentation with 

optimizations

■ persistent mode possible (__AFL_LOOP)

afl internals



● Measure coverage

○ shared_mem[] array of 64 kB shm region passed to the binary by the 

fuzzer

○ The fuzzer keeps a map of previously seen (execution) tuples

■ detects when new tuples are reached with mutated input

afl internals



● Fork server

○ The fuzzed program is initialized only once (execve, linking, libc init…)

○ Communicates with fuzzer via pipes (fd 198 in, fd 199 back out)

○ It is fork()ed for every run (leveraging copy-on-write)

afl internals



afl internals

● Persistent mode

○ fork() is fast but still has a cost

○ some targets have heavy initialization code that can be avoidable

■ stateless programs

○ afl can use a long-lived process with __AFL_LOOP macro



afl life cycle

afl-fuzz Program

Magic algorithm
Generates input

Corpus fork()Fork 
server

Test case to file/STDIN

execve()

shared_mem[] through SHM_ENV_VAR

“Phone home” through pipe (fd 199)
Go! (fd 198)

Child PID (fd 199)
Return status (fd 199)

Return status



afl life cycle

afl-fuzz Program

Magic algorithm
Generates input

Corpus fork()Fork 
server

Test case to file/STDIN

execve()

shared_mem[] through SHM_ENV_VAR

 previous killed?* (fd 198)

Child PID (fd 199)
Return status (fd 199)

Return status



Building your own

1. Instrumentation logic (must)

2. Interface to afl - shared memory (must)

3. Forkserver

4. Persistent mode support

5. Exception handling (?)



● Set environment variable AFL_SKIP_BIN_CHECK=1

○ afl will exit if this isn’t specified and the binary isn’t instrumented by afl

● Optionally set AFL_DUMB_FORKSRV=1

○ afl feature added for python-afl to support running the forkserver without 

expecting instrumentation data (dumb mode) 

Instrumentation logic 



● Develop for MRI (Mat’z Ruby Interpreter) - Ruby C reference implementation

● afl instrumentation should start by a ruby method call

○ User imports gem

○ User calls an “init” method in Ruby code that starts forkserver and tracing

○ Persistent mode is easy - user writes a loop with our method

● Same for afl-python

Instrumentation logic (ruby)



● Writing a native C Ruby gem

○ C documentation is poor…

○ rb_tracepoint_new with RUBY_EVENT_LINE

■ set_trace_func also possible

○ rb_tracepoint_enable

○ Tracepoint info gives file path and line number

■ Will be used to create the hash for the 

execution tuple

Instrumentation logic (ruby)



● Get afl shared memory name from env variable “__AFL_SHM_ID”

● shmat()

● Write to shared memory at every tracepoint

afl shared memory

● Generate hash for every tracepoint

○ python-afl uses Fowler-Noll-Vo hash function on path and line

○ Considered CPU efficient



Forkserver

● Communicate via pipes (fds 198 and 199)

○ Send start message, listen for response

○ fork()

■ Parent sends child PID in pipe, then waitpid()

■ Child maps shared memory and starts instrumentation logic

■ Parent sends return status in pipe

○ Listen on pipe

■ Message indicates if the child had been killed by the fuzzer

● Setting and resetting SIGCHLD



Persistent mode

● The instrumented code should run N times (user defined)

● From the second run the loop method stops using SIGSTOP

○ The forkserver uses WUNTRACED flag in waitpid(), knows when the child stops

○ When the fuzzer is ready signals SIGCONT to child

● After N times method stops instrumentation and returns false



Exception handling (ruby)

● How does afl detect crashes?

○ WIFSIGNALED on the exit status determines if execution was terminated by an 

unhandled signal

● “High-level” exceptions might end execution with no signal

○ In such languages exceptions can indicate bugs

○ python-afl



Exception handling (ruby)

● In Ruby can catch exceptions with :raise (RUBY_EVENT_RAISE) tracepoints

● Another possible solution is to write a begin..rescue (aka try...catch) wrapper around 

the code and send the killing signal



Kisaten

● Success! First working open-source release for ruby fuzzing with afl

● https://github.com/twistlock/kisaten

● Proof of concept - Success!

○ afl-fuzz -i /tmp/in -o /tmp/out -m 3000 -- ruby poc.rb

https://github.com/zelivans/kisaten


Kisaten

● Finds bugs in many ruby gems and Ruby Standard Library gems

● Security issues will be mostly DoS



Ariel Zelivansky
ariel@twistlock.com
Twistlock.com/labs

Thank you!


